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2. LUXEMBOURG’S 
DEVELOPMENT

We are particularly proud to be able 
to contribute to the Paul Wurth InCub 
incubator supporting new technological 
and innovative start-ups. These actions 
are complementary to the work carried 
out by our partners and counsel within the 
numerous working groups and commissions 
dedicated to legislative and economic issues. 
We also acknowledge the excellent work 
done by our colleagues within (or for) the 
Barreau and the CJBL.

The CSR committee consists of Manou 
Hoss, Managing Partner, our Partners: Katia 
Panichi, Marc Elvinger, Thierry Kauffman 
and Christel Bertin, General Manager.

The objective of our CSR policy is to 
favour the positive impact of our activity. 
Our approach is based on 4 main focus areas:

1. PEOPLE AND CULTURE

2. LUXEMBOURG’S DEVELOPMENT

3. SUPPORT AND SPONSORSHIP

4. ECOLOGY AND CLIMATE CHANGE

1. PEOPLE AND CULTURE 

The key topics in this year’s career 
development were the implementing of 
our action “Fit for health, fit at work”, the 
clarification of our diversity and inclusion 
policy by our Career Committee, as well 
as the launch of the Career Development 
Programme project which aims to better 
manage career paths.

Professional equality has spread focus on our 
“career development”. We value fatherhood 
as much as maternity in our team.

PROUD TO PLAY OUR PART 
The year 2018 saw the creation of our CSR (Corporate 
Social Responsability) committee and CSR team. 
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3. SUPPORT AND SPONSORSHIP 

The Firm actively and continuously supports 
the Red Cross, Friendship, SOS Kannerduerf 
and the Fondatioun Kriibskrank Kanner 
that helps children who are suffering from 
cancer. These associations have been 
chosen within a well-defined framework: a 
partner’s personal and active involvement in 
the association concerned, the association’s 
exceptional influence in the humanitarian, 
social, health or environmental areas and 
the building of a long-term partnership 
where regular exchanges can take place.

In addition to the above, the Firm supports 
its members’ initiatives through the group 
We Care. Our team has participated in more 

than fifteen projects such as the Atelier, 
whose creations have made it possible to 
support the Red Cross and the refugees at 
Camp Blida in Metz. Our support for the 
Fondatioun Kriibskrank Kanner’s Lëtz Go 
Gold campaign in September 2017 further 
strengthened our committed team. The 
Firm supports individual projects such as 
the ascent of Annapurna by one of our 
associates for the benefit of SOS Villages 
d’Enfants.

Our pro bono activities for communities 
or individuals in need also enables us to 
make a positive contribution in our areas of 
expertise.

4. ECOLOGY AND CLIMATE 
CHANGE

We are pursuing our environment and 
climate change policy by reducing the 
harmful impact of our processes. One of 
the innovative actions that we have taken 
is the installation of water filters on our 
taps enabling us the possibility of drinking 
flat & sparkling water or hot water for tea 
n many floors to reduce land transportation 
and the treatment of empty water bottles.  
Despite the measures put in place, we 
have noticed that separate collection of 
waste remains complicated and that the 
best solution overall is waste reduction.  
It is therefore up to each of us to take 
responsibility for reducing waste production 
and to follow the instructions for recycling 
residual waste.
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Our people are at the 
center of our CSR policy

“We encourage our team to engage in our corporate 
social responsibility  programme and we try to create an 
environment where the workplace becomes a second home.”

Manou Hoss, Managing Partner
Member of the Board of Directors of the Red Cross Luxembourg
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THEMED LUNCHES
Throughout the year
Throughout the year we held themed lunches such as Luxembourg National day, Halloween, Winter market and Traditions to share, 
Depending on the theme, these lunches may be accompanied by an activity or a presentation.

WELL-BEING
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FIT FOR HEALTH - FIT@WORK
Throughout the year
Health and wellbeing at the workplace is a prime concern of ours.  
In 2014 we were awarded the Prix Santé en Entreprises (Corporate Health Prize) by the 
Luxembourg Health Ministry. We have continued this practice with our “Fit for Health and  
Fit@work” programme which offers relaxation therapy,  running classes for all levels, body 
building, boot camp,  yoga and pilates.

THURSDAY SOUP/SALAD BAR 
Throughout the year
Every Thursday we offer healthy lunch alternatives. Soup in the cold season and various 
salads in the warmer seasons.

TABLE TENNIS TOURNAMENT 
15th-18th January
In January we organised an internal tabletennis tournament during lunchtime over several 
days, The winners cup will soon be up for grabs so keep practicing!

ING MARATHON
12th May
On the 12th  May a team of 32 highly motivated runners took up the challenge and participated 
in the ING Night Marathon. To support this great team effort, the firm sponsored each 
runner in the various disciplines (marathon, half-marathon and team run). Congratulations 
to all of them for their hard legwork!
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ADMINISTRATIVE PROFESSIONAL’S DAY 
25th April
Every year we celebrate the Administrative Professional’s Day to pay tribute to our hard 
working teams as we count on their professional help and their motivation. They work with 
our lawyers, partners and counsel to deliver a high service level to our clients.

INTEGRATION

TRIBUTE TO PAUL ELVINGER
23rd February
We gathered friends, family and alumni for a casual evening to pay tribute to Paul 
Elvinger. Paul, whose law firm preceded Elvinger Hoss Prussen’s founding in 1964 is our 
spiritual pioneer. One of our founding partners, André Elvinger, whose own career began 
as an intern to Paul, shared many fond memories during his speech. Colette Flesch, an 
eminent Luxembourgish politician, who shared her political career with Paul concluded 
the evening.

WINTER MARKET 
8th-11th January
At the beginning of January several events took place in our winter market which we 
installed on our premises. Over the course of four days we welcomed several hundred 
guests including clients and alumni. For our team members we organise winter themed 
lunches and a New Year drink. Clients and Alumni are invited for evening cocktails. 
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FIESTA COMMITTEE
Throughout the year
Once a month we invite everyone in the firm for a casual after work drink. These events are 
often linked to a theme such as Halloween, Football World Cup and are combined with a 
fun activity such as a quiz night. These events also facilitate the integration of new joiners.

‘SCHUEBERFOUER’ OUTING 
28th August 
A yearly get together at the annual funfair in Luxembourg  for some exciting rides and 
traditional Fouer meals. The event is a great opportunity to get to know each other 
better  and create new bonds and deepen ties with colleagues in a casual and fun setting 
environment.

DIVERSITY
DIVERSITY DAY 
17th May
On the 17th May, the Committee for the 
Diversity Charter Lëtzebuerg organised 
the National Diversity Day for the fourth 
time in the Grand-Duchy. At Elvinger Hoss 
Prussen we marked the event by hosting an 
animated Diversity Lunch for our team.

END OF THE YEAR PARTY 
30th November
More than 350 people gathered together for an evening  of fun, entertainment and culinary 
delights! It’s also a good occasion to meet colleagues and their partners in an informal 
environment. During the evening we also celebrate service anniversaries. This year we 
honored team members who have been with the firm for 5, 10, 15 and 30 years. 
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L’ATELIER
Throughout the year
L’Atelier volunteers meet during their lunch break or after work to create handmade objects 
such as needlework projects or jams. Through these activities, L’Atelier also serves as an 
opportunity to forge a bond between colleagues and to relearn the basics of traditional 
home-made products.

Their products are then sold during our internal “Traditions to Share” market in support of 
the Luxembourg Red Cross and Friendship as well as at the Red Cross Bazaar which are both 
held at the end of the year.

JAM SESSIONS 
14th & 31st August
On two occasions this year a group of volunteers within our firm got together to prepare 
jams with the fruit from our daily fruit bowls . The jams were sold during our “traditions to 
share” market at the end of the year and all proceeds were donated to the Luxembourg 
Red Cross.

FAR FROM HOME CONFERENCE
20th September
The aim of the Far from Home  conference   is to raise awareness of the various circumstances 
of non-voluntary migration. We often ask ourselves, What pushes people to leave their 
home, their work, their family, often under life-threatening conditions?

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL CANDLE SALE
End of the year
In support of the World Human Rights Day on the 10th December volunteers organised 
an internal sale of Amnesty International candles. All of the proceeds went to Amnesty 
International.

INTERNATIONAL BAZAAR — BRITISH TOMBOLA
6th December
At the International bazaar this year volunteers held an internal sale of raffle tickets from 
the British stand. The proceeds of the sale were in support of two initiatives. COSMIC 
(Children of St. Mary’s Intensive Care) London and Sierra Leone: Friends of Portee.

Under the banner  
“We Care” our firm supports 
volunteer initiatives which 

are launched and organised 
by our team members.
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LUXEMBOURG’S  
DEVELOPMENT

Our commitment towards the 
development of society in Luxembourg

“We take our role as a social and economic player very seriously and 
are convinced that our CSR approach will have a positive impact on 
our team, clients and suppliers.”

Thierry Kauffmann, Partner
President of the Council of Young Lawyers of the Luxembourg Bar

PAUL WURTH INCUB 
Early 2018
The Paul Wurth InCub Incubator aims to support entrepreneurs and start-ups wishing to 
develop a project in the sectors of industry and construction. As a partner from the first hour, 
our firm assists these start-ups in the refinement of their legal structure, their commercial 
strategy and the protection of their brand to quickly reach the growth objectives they have 
set for themselves.

We assisted the French start-up CityLity s well as a company active in the space sector to 
set up their Luxembourg structure through which its project will materialize.

NOPESCHFEST 
5th June
We were delighted to celebrate the Nopeschfest together with 500 people of all ages from 
our firm and firms in the surrounding area. The event is a great opportunity to meet our 
neighbours from the Luxembourg Stock Exchange, Clifford Chance, the Fondation Elisabeth, 
the Luxembourg Ministry of Health, Axa Assurances, the office of notary Delvaux as well as 
Swedbank in a casual and friendly atmosphere! This year, newcomer LetterOne joined us on 
the lawn of the Place Winston Churchill.
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CEO GENDER EQUALITY CONFERENCE 
21st June
We  sponsored the CEO Gender Equality Conference on the 21st June at Luxexpo in 
Luxembourg. Nordic and Luxembourg based leaders who are committed and engaged in 
the gender equality issues met to share knowledge, experiences and best practices on these 
issues.

Managing partner Manou Hoss was a panellist on a discussion entitled Sharing & Learning: 
CEOs Panel Perspective, while partner Luc Frieden joined a panel on Sharing and Learning: 
Board perspective..

LILLA CONFERENCE
22nd October
As a corporate member, we were proud to host the LILLA (Ladies In Law Luxembourg 
Association) conference on the 22nd October. 100 members shared ideas and learned 
more about building a competitive future, powered by complementarity and inclusion in 
Luxembourg.

MALI CONFERENCE
25th October
As part of an exchange between the Bar of Luxembourg and the Bar of Mali, we hosted 
a conference in cooperation with the law firm Kaufhold & Réveillaud and the Bar of 
Luxembourg.

END OF SUMMER BBQ
9th June
On the 9th June, a Speed-meeting took place on our premises where several of our Partners 
presented the firm’s core practices and shared their work experience to groups of students 
who are interested in following in their footsteps. After these meetings took place they 
followed on with a barbecue in the evening on our terrace and a concert performed by our 
very talented in-house band. 

FLASHMOB  
ORANGE WEEK  
23rd November
On the 23rd November, as part of the 
International Day for the Elimination of 
Violence Against Women. Our firm, along 
with other offices in our neighbourhood, 
organised a flashmob, comprising of  300 
people, to form the international symbol of 
women on the square outside our offices.  
 
The co-organisers and participants included 
Axa Assurances, Clifford Chance, Notaire 
Delvaux, Elisabeth, Elvinger Hoss Prussen, 
the Embassy of Germany, the Embassy of 
the United Kingdom, the Ministry of Health, 
the Ministry of Equal Opportunities, the 
Luxembourg Stock Exchange, Swedbank 
and Zonta International (Luxembourg 
branch).

In addition to the flashmob, our 
firm  illuminated one of our buildings in 
orange during the entire campaign.
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03SUPPORT AND
SPONSORSHIP Our team engages in charitable 

campaigns and activities.

“We support national and international organisations with 
charity fundraising, pro bono work and volunteering efforts.
We believe this part of our activity to be ethically important.”

Katia Panichi, Partner
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PROVIDING LEGAL ADVICE TO THOSE IN NEED
Throughout the year
We sponsor two Legal Booths in the chars, staffed by Paralegals and Governance Aides. 
They provide legal solutions and build links between the victim and the appropriate legal 
service provider. The Paralegals maintain a mediation practice and advise char dwellers on 
how to handle legal or administrative problems. They also help community members solve 
problems without going to court.

INCLUSIVE CITIZENSHIP CONFERENCE
28th March
On the 28th March in collaboration with the Bar of Luxembourg, Partner Marc Elvinger 
led a presentation on Friendship’s Inclusive Citizenship programme. The programme helps 
the marginalised communities who live along the river Brahmaputra in Bangladesh by 
educating them on their rights.

EMPOWERING WOMEN
End of the year
Friendship gives vulnerable women in the chars of Bangladesh the opportunity to contribute 
to the income of their household or even achieve self-reliance. Our firm placed a large order 
with them for the Luxembourg Red-Cross Bazaar as well as of the New Year’s gift for our 
team members.

CODE OF ETHICS CAMPAIGN 
Throughout the year
We participated in Friendship’s Code of Ethics campaign where every month stands for 
a different moral value (such as freedom, justice, honesty, respect and dignity). These 
form the core of Friendship’s ethos and are used to familiarise and educate citizens with 
these common positive values and help emphasise that they have responsibilities to the 
community as well as rights. In order to raise awareness for this important work at our firm 
we held conferences and displayed banners and posters throughout the office as well as 
banners on our intranet site throughout the year.

Friendship is a non-governmental 
organisation that aims to help poor 
people in remote and unaddressed 

communities in Bangladesh. 

“It is important that we build many more bridges between those who 
become interested in development when working on inclusive finance 
related matters and those who have to deal with inclusive finance 
when working on development solutions”

Marc Elvinger, Partner
Chairman of the Board of Friendship Luxembourg
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DONATION MONTH
Throughout April
As part of the Red Cross Donation Month in April we organised a flower and accessories 
market with products crafted by the group “l’Atelier” as well as “Traditions to Share” products.

We also assembled and distributed Easter-baskets of chocolat and sweets to refugee 
children accommodated by the Foyer Don Bosco and Foyer Lily Unden, a residential centre 
for asylum seekers run by the Luxembourg Red Cross.

Teams of volunteers also participated in door-to-door collections around our offices at the 
Place Winston Churchill. 

SCHOOL SUPPLY COLLECTION
Throughout August and September
At the end of the summer we collected school supplies for the residents of the Foyer Don 
Bosco and Foyer Lily Unden so that they were able to begin the school term with some new 
school necessities.

ST. NICHOLAS “BOXEMÄNNERCHER”
6th December
On St. Nicolas’ day we brought “Boxemännercher” for the children of the Foyer Don Bosco 
and Foyer Lily Unden. 

TRADITIONS TO SHARE
13th December
Driven by the local Luxembourg City section of the Red Cross, “Traditions to Share” stands 
for a variety of initiatives, based on traditional handicrafts, customs and social aspects, 
which aim to share traditions for the greater good.

Under the same banner we held a series of sales throughout the year which culminated 
in our Traditions to Share market at the end of the year for the benefit of two of our 
CSR-partners, Friendship and the Luxembourg Red Cross .In addition to carefully selected 
high quality goods crafted in their original traditions and sustainable methods we also sold 
products made in “Friendship’s” workshops in Bangladesh and, last but not least, items and 
gifts created by hand by our in-house volunteer group L’Atelier.

The Red Cross endeavours to prevent and alleviate human suffering 
wherever it may be found. It promotes mutual understanding, friendship, 

cooperation, and lasting peace amongst all people
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LËTZ GO GOLD CHARITY RUN
29th September
We were pleased to support the first Luxembourg edition of the charity run Lëtz Go Gold, 
organised by Fondatioun Kriibskrank Kanner which took place on the 29th September 2018. 
We were a gold sponsor of the event and also supported the efforts of each of our team 
runners.

All in all 600 runners took part in the event and collectively raised over 265.000 €. Our 
team of 37 runners won first place for the highest amount of funds collected with over 
26.500 €.

Thanks to all the sponsors of the event, 100% of the funds collected by the runners 
went directly to  the pediatric oncology research. Under the same concept, simultaneous 
races took place in Paris, Brussels and Luxembourg and are expected to grow further in the 
coming years.

Fondatioun Kriibskrank Kanner’s mission is to raise awareness 
of childhood cancer, accompany the families affected by the 

disease and actively support pediatric oncology research.
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Buildings and landmarks across the world 
light up in blue in recognition of people living 
with autism. We have joined the Fondation 
Autisme, Luxembourg’s cause to show our 
support for the individuals and families 
affected by autism.

“BROSCHTKRIIBSLAAF”
6th October
As part of Pink October, our motivated team ran to support the cause of women suffering 
with breast cancer. The Broschtkriibslaf is a 4 km run in the old quarters of Luxembourg 
and the Pétrusse valley. The purpose of the event is to raise awareness of breast cancer.

NOVEMBER CAMPAIGN
Throughout November
Our November fundraising campaign involved a large number of our colleagues challenging 
each other to grow different styles of moustaches. Besides raising funds, the aim of the 
campaign was also to bring our team closer together and to raise awareness  of men’s 
health issues and the fight against cancer. All funds collected were donated to Fondation 
Cancer in Luxembourg.

The objectives of the 
Fondation Cancer are to 

reduce the number of cancer 
cases and deaths as well as 

to improve the lives of those 
affected by the disease.

WORLD AUTISM AWARENESS DAY
2nd april
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SUSTAINABILITY MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME 
Througout the year
We  have established a sustainability management programme  and have  strengthened 
initiatives to  encourage  recycling and the use of environmental friendly and fair trade 
products.  We  exclusively use recycled FSC paper and promote  black and double-sided 
printing by default. 

We have changed the system for the printers by only being able to obtain a document once 
the badge has been swiped on the printer avoiding all unnecessary copies, hence reducing 
the amount of paper used.

For all of our office supplies  we  have choosen  “green”  products, i.e. re-usable products 
and products made of recycled and/or recyclable materials whenever these are available. 
Moreover,  we ensure that  waste is properly separated. We  were awarded the 
“SuperDrecksKëscht fir Betriber” label in 2011 (Ecological waste management label for 
companies). 

During the year there has been a considerable amount of effort made to reduce the 
consumption of electricity and are replacing traditionnal lightbulbs by LED lights as they 
burn out. Filters have been fitted on the water taps allowing us access to still water, 
sparkling water and hot water for tea counteracting the bottle recycling process and land 
transportation.

We also encourage our employees to use public transport by offering special rates on bus 
and train passes and have indoor parking possibilities for bicycles and scooters.

ECOLOGY AND  
CLIMATE CHANGE
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MAM VELO OP D’SCHAFF
5th May to 31ST July
From the 15th May to the31st July six teams of cyclists took part in the the yearly  
national challenge “Mam Velo op d’Schaff” (take your bike to work). Together they made no 
less than 1250 trips between their home and the office, which accounted for a distance of 
5050 km traveled by bicycle or scooter. This performance resulted in a carbon reduction of 
1266.69 kg in 11 weeks.

INTERNATIONAL CLIMATE FINANCE ACCELERATOR LUXEMBOURG 
Througout the year

“Concerned about our ecological impact, we take all the 
measures that are necessary on a daily basis to limit it.”

Christel Bertin, General Manager

We are one of the 9 initiating private entities of the Luxembourg 
financial sector to form ICFA Luxembourg. ICFA is a Public 
Private Partnership, under the Luxembourg Climate Finance 
Strategy which support innovation and high impact strategies 
to grow tomorrow’s finance leaders. The initiative has received 
the support of the European Investment Bank. 
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Contact us to discuss how we can support 
your business with Luxembourg legal matters.
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